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The National Rural Grocery Summit was held this week in Wichita, KS hosted by Kansas State University’s Center for Engagement and Community Development. This was the 5th summit which is held every other year, focused on the Rural Grocery Initiative (RGI) “Strengthening Our Stores, Strengthening our Communities” program.

Attendees were able to participate in multiple breakout sessions focused on helping to make rural grocery stores successful and sustainable. It became clear that the challenges faced by small town grocers are shared by many. It also became clear that the grocery store is so much more than just a place to get groceries. Rural stores are a source for access to healthy foods for rural residents. Healthy food is key for our population as the incidence of obesity and diabetes rises in rural areas. The small town grocery has a significant economic impact on its community providing jobs and employing services for the store such as legal and accounting, building maintenance, plumbing and electrical needs, HVAC service, and upkeep and service on coolers and freezers. The dollars generated in economic activity by the local store has a higher replication rate than corporate stores where those dollars may be exported from the community. The local store is often the primary source of foods for those families using the Supplemental Nutrition...
those families using the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program or the Women, Infants and Children program in our rural areas.

The rural grocery also services our senior citizens in our communities where the availability of transportation is limited or simply the lack of desire to travel significant distances for everyday foods for their table. The access to a local grocery is a significant factor for the elderly to be able to stay in their home as they age.

The National Rural Grocery Summit also focused on the fact that most rural stores are hubs of the community in terms of social interaction and activities. Rural stores are an essential part of the social network in small towns. Everyone has to eat. Everyone needs groceries. But rural stores are also where community organizations often source supplies for activities and events in their communities. School organizations, churches, civic organizations, and youth groups often have activities or fund raisers for their organization where the local store is key to their success. We also have seen in Nebraska towns that when the grocery store closed, other businesses in town suffered a significant decrease in foot traffic.

But we know that keeping the grocery store open in a small town is a real challenge. Our society is so mobile and we may think nothing of driving several miles to a larger town to conduct business. Often times, rural residents may be employed in a larger town which may make it more convenient to shop in the larger community while they are there. But if rural communities want to maintain essential services in their community, it takes an intentional mind set to patronize their local businesses, for those essential services to have a chance to survive. It becomes the classic “if you don’t use it, you will lose it” situation. Rural grocery stores are faced with the competition of the large grocery retailers in nearby cities. But that large retailer is not a part of our rural neighborhood. Patrons of the large stores often don’t consider the cost of driving to the corporate store as well as the time it takes.

Those costs can offset at least a portion of the perceived higher prices at their local store. That 30 mile round trip costs $16.20 just in transportation costs using the IRS mileage rate, not accounting for your time. A customer would have to find significant savings to offset that cost.

Local grocers are often faced with finding an economical source of wholesale supply for their store. There are grocery wholesalers who service rural Nebraska, but stores are faced with minimum levels imposed by the wholesaler before they will service that store. Those minimum levels are often difficult for small stores to meet, so they may have to resort to a convenience store supplier, or a company that “re-sales” wholesale groceries at a significant markup. Suppliers of bread, chips, and beverages may refuse to service a store unless a certain volume is reached. Many of these situations force the small grocer to pay more for their inventories.

Some rural stores find success in partnering with a neighboring store in a nearby town to increase the size of their orders and then share the delivery. Many times a larger independent store in the neighboring town will allow a smaller store to order groceries through them at a minimum markup for the larger store. That can be a win-win for both stores.

Rural stores that are having success are working hard to earn the business of their communities. Customer service is paramount to their success. Staff and management of our small stores often know their customers personally. That personal connection is one that the large box stores won’t have. Small stores can be competitive when customers consider more than just the price on one or two items. That personal service is part of the package that customers are buying from their local store.

The Nebraska Cooperative Development Center (NCDC) based in the Agricultural Economics de-
department at UNL is working with several grocery store efforts across rural Nebraska.

While a significant part of NCDC’s work is focused on the cooperative business model for ownership of a store in a rural community, we are also learning what kinds of business activities are being employed and finding success in some rural stores.

Many small stores find that some kind of a “deli” is beneficial to both the store and its customers. Fresh-made sandwiches, salads, and other ‘grab and go’ foods are popular. The store can use its inventory to make fresh convenient ‘meals’ which cuts down on product waste, and at the same time provides a revenue stream for the store. A daily special has become a popular addition to the products offered by many rural stores. Incorporating a ‘deli’ into a rural store is a practice that was confirmed by many of the store owners at the RGI conference.

A fresh meat counter is also finding success in many rural stores. Meat (USDA inspected) that is cut and packaged locally has been a popular attribute, again shared by many rural stores in Nebraska and other states.

Fresh produce is an area that is often rated high in importance by those surveyed by NCDC clients in the development of their grocery store. The fresh produce section is one of those areas where store owners walk a fine line of having adequate and abundant supply without suffering a significant loss due to produce going out of condition. Balancing the supply and demand is crucial for small store success and is highly dependent upon rural residents using their local store for fresh foods.

Home delivery or other personal services is an additional area that is helping small town stores set themselves apart from the competition. Home delivery can be helpful for busy families, but more often is seen as a welcome service for elderly or others who may be facing illness or medical issues.

Featuring locally grown foods in a rural store is an area that many Kansas stores are using successfully. They are featuring locally grown seasonal produce as well as locally produced food products such as beef, pork, or lamb, processed and labeled by a USDA inspected facility, and offered in their local store. This approach promotes the growth of another local businesses, is popular with customers, and adds jobs and economic activity to the community.

The rural small town grocery is a complex business that takes good management to be successful. Thin profit margins don’t leave much room for mistakes. But the small store can do things that a large store won’t do. A well thought out business plan that is always being updated and expanded is essential for success. Do a cost analysis for each section of the store. Don’t be afraid to try something new, but make sure it can be a profitable venture through good business planning. There are opportunities for small grocery stores. As one store owner from Kansas put it, “You can’t be the big corporate store. They can’t be the ‘neighborhood store’, but you can. Be the neighborhood store and serve your neighbors.”
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